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Second
Karen Beth Strovas

You wouldn’t think it now,
looking at your brother
with his stuffed bunny tucked
under one arm,
his dinosaur, the other.
But he was born a teenager—
one foot out the door,
car keys jangling.
His default was to 
push away, gesture wildly,
pave his own path.

But, baby, when you beckon me
for our 3 A.M. waltz 
then rest your ear
to my heart,
I like to think
you hear in the beat
my thank you, thank you,
thank you
for not pushing away.

•

Dream With Open Arms Darling Mabrides ~ Photograph
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People do not deserve the way I love. 
When I put myself  on the line and they 
Let me fall.
When I ruin myself  to make them
Whole.
When I give them what I wish 
I could have in return. 

I put myself  in a pit of  fire and
I let you light the match,
while I drenched myself  in the gasoline of  your kiss. 
Now,
As you watch the flames lick my skin,
I realize. 
I was just an object.
A tool. 
A step stool.
But I will burn for you because that is what I do.

I burn so bright for those I care about,
I burn so little for the things I deserve.
I am singed by the needs of  others—
that there is no room left for me.
No room to create my own flame.

Now,
As I start this journey of  realization,
Do not come to me.
Do not come to me with those hot fingers
Do not wrestle me into the circle you have created
Do no come near me with those tainted lips 

Lexie Rodriguez

Amorosa Justus Brozek ~ Acrylic

Those That Do Not
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Vivie Taryn Hackett ~ Ink and Watercolor

You can watch me recreate the fires that were set for those around me
Those that do not deserve my love
Into a fire that burns with a certain 
Grace and determination
That would put hell to shame.

•

Red Style Darling Mabrides ~  Photograph
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every love story is a ghost story, and your ghost follows
me through layers of  time and space and
mind and place

once i fought to keep your hands from reaching through my skin
once i realized it was too late
and like a sea creature, slowly
through thick salty water,
you had already wrapped easy wavering extremities around
my wrists and through my chest and leaked
that pleasant burning poison through my veins
you’ve marked me as clearly as those red scars with which
i once left the ocean

these days the fight is different
i understand the way you haunt me, the ghost of  fingertips
and shivering fullness
and i fight to roll it up like an outdated
scotch-taped
poster print
to the corner of  my mind, so that
i can unroll it when i
blow off
the dust of  time and fall into the sickening,
overpowering
soul-cleansing
depth of  memory and past
transgressions

•
338 Glenn Jacobsen ~  Bronze Casting

la medusa
Hannah Annis
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My Quiet Maddie Beth Hall  ~  Oil

VERSE 1

Am                     Em                       F                                         C     C/B

Stop the car we have been right here before 
Am                     Em                             F                             C     C/B

So long ago, but there’s no way to ignore
            Am                    Em                 F                              C     C/B

The trees, the light, so many happy times
Am                        Em                                   F                                                   C       C/B            

Something lost that we’re desperate now to find, to find
CHORUS 1

           C

It’s late now
                                                                                 C/B

Everything’s forgotten as you wade out
                                                                        Am

Into shallowater hoping somehow
                                                                                                                  F

The moonlight and the current soothe your soul
                        C

Just the memories
                                                                                                         C/B

Nothing but the stream, the stars, and memories
                                                                                             Am

Stepping out and following where they lead
                                                                                        F

Knowing then you won’t feel so alone
                         C

Headed home
VERSE 2

Far too long chasing empty weightless dreams
Moving on is harder than it seems
But the whispering sound of  water of  over stone
And the soft, damp earth stir an aching in our bones, our bones

Brad Miles
Shallowater CHORUS 2

So you look down
The diamond sky reflected, shimmering drowns
All the broken promises and all doubt
It doesn’t matter how apart we’ve grown
It’s late now
Everything’s forgotten as you wade out
Into shallowater hoping somehow
The moonlight and the current soothe your soul
Headed home
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big city. We attend to where we are going and what we are doing, and we 
ignore the in-between. We avoid the basic instinct for human interaction. 
We behave unnaturally based on this overwhelmingly, uncomfortably 
unnatural environment.

“Thousands of  tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are 
beginning to find out that going to the mountains is going home; that 
wildness is a necessity; and that mountain parks and reservations are 
useful not only as fountains of  timber and irrigating rivers, but as 
fountains of  life,” says environmentalist John Muin. I believe that every 
man feels the “call of  the wild,” has a natural instinct that causes him 
to be happier where we belong, in the untainted natural world. Cities 
combat this natural instinct. By our very presence there we are ignoring 
our basic instincts.

So if  every city is the same, what gives me cause to speak more 
highly of  Denver? I have given a negative impression of  city dwellers, 
yet I wish more than anything that I could now reside in the capital 
of  Colorado. I have no illogical affection for this particular geographic 
location based on the proximity of  my family or the wealth of  memories 
that I made there. My foremost reason for believing Denver to be 
superior to other cities is one that any logical person could understand 
and, after comprehension, would determine that they agree.

Denver residents (and those in its suburbs) cannot fully immerse 
themselves in the selfish, loud, stressful, contented microcosm of  the 
city. For if  every man, when confronted with pure, wild, untamed nature 
has some instinctual craving for that wild, Denverians in particular can 
never forget that sweet animal instinct. The mountains rise up against 
the horizon, foreboding and beautiful and tempting and desirable in 
their decadence. I was born within sight of  these mountains. Physically, 
and mentally, I grew up in the shadow of  giants.

Cities stretch themselves out like targets, with the cramped 
metropolis at the center and ringed by ever-widening circles of  
surrounding cities fading into suburbs, which become less and less 
condensed and more and more green as they achieve a wider separation 
and escape the highest concentration of  pollution. The exception lies in 
cities like New York, which cannot quite reach out in every direction, 
because the busy streets butt up against the gray Atlantic Ocean (which 
seems to be quite unpleasant when you experience it in the context 
of  N.Y.C., versus Myrtle Beach or Atlantic City, where it is a beautiful 

Birth and Rebirth: 
For the Love of  the Rockies
Hannah Annis

Denver, capital of  Colorado, is as large, busy, and bustling a city 
as any capital, complete with suburbs and skyscrapers and freeways and 
too much pollution. I grew up there and suffer from a persistent and 
permanent homesickness while I stand here at sea-level in the thick, 
humid Virginia air. Denver is not a typical city. There may be others 
with the same population, the same charm, the same exact stores and a 
Starbucks on every street corner, but there are very few that have what 
Denver has.

Imagine the biggest city you have been to. Perhaps you visited New 
York City, or Chicago, or Seattle. The first thoughts that come to my 
mind when I think of  any metropolis are the smells. Hot dog stands, 
cheap coffee and desserts and doughnuts, processed plastic, car exhaust, 
burger grills, wine, garlic, and the smell of  iron that accompanies the 
metallic taste that the breeze leaves in your mouth. Every city smells 
the same to me. Denver cannot escape this accusation. On street-level, 
there are cars and taxicabs and buses, maybe the metro-system signs, 
bright colors and preoccupied people fully immersed in their thoughts 
to escape being overwhelmed by the grandiosity and vastness of  their 
surroundings.

This is the dehumanizing, denaturalizing quality of  a city. I believe 
that all of  these mega-cities are simply too much for men. I believe 
that we suffer from vertigo and overstimulation of  every sense when 
we find ourselves in such a place. Think of  the smallest town you have 
ever been in. When you walk down the main street – if  there is one – 
or into the general store – which surely must exist – do you smile at 
the one or two people you encounter? Do you wave, do you make eye 
contact? It is very likely that you do. Yet, when you find yourself  in the 
midst of  thousands of  people on the sidewalks of  Chicago, brushing 
against them as you hurry by, standing inches behind them in long lines, 
do you communicate? Do you acknowledge their existence? Doubtful. 
Hundreds and hundreds of  people come within an arm’s reach, and we 
avert our eyes. People become focused, small-minded, and selfish in a 
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tourist attraction). This insurmountable obstacle doesn’t discourage the 
city, however, and it straggles along, reaching ever-further along the 
shoreline and westward towards the heart of  America.

Denver also has an imposing natural obstacle, but it is incomparable. 
The Rocky Mountains are idols. We are afraid to touch them. We add 
ski resorts and hotels, but the wildflowers and hot springs and brilliantly 
blue sky can never be tamed, and we do not try it. We gratefully, 
graciously adopt tiny pieces of  the land, gifts from the purple mountain 
majesty gods, and add to them our twenty-first century inventions while 
swearing to the world that we will preserve their natural beauty and treat 
them as they deserve (consider for example the Red Rocks Ampitheater, 
a hybrid of  pure and stunning natural rock formation and added man-
made structures).We protect the wildlife, we hike and ski and build our 
roads in winding loops down the mountain instead of  drilling through 
the hearts of  our icons.

Intimidated, we run away and throw ourselves into the midst of  the 
city, stand between the skyscrapers and appreciate the clashing, flashing 
neon lights, but out of  the corner of  our eyes we can always see the sky 
breathlessly caressing the mountains. We can turn our backs, but we can 
always feel their presence, and we need it.

Visit Denver for a few days, and you will understand the call of  
the wild that comes from the profoundly wise mountains watching over 
your silly, shallow daily activities. Stay in Denver for a year, and you will 
always regret the distance between you and those godfathers. They are 
the constant reminder that what you are doing now does not matter in 
the grand scheme of  things. Like God, they know who you are, but they 
know everyone, and you feel insignificant; that errand you are running 
now seems far less important than it did when you left your 34th floor 
apartment. You may not understand it, and you might not be able to put 
it into words, but those distant, kind giants will always remain, quietly 
reminding you of  where we all came from, and where you now belong.

•
St. Sebastian Glenn Jacobsen  ~ Bronze Casting

18 ~ embers ’18
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dark dealings, oh Death
Richard Clayton

how is it that these bones, made gaunt,
are all that’s left, and smiling, haunt
the living, wan and peakèd, pinched,
the hangman’s noose, so tightly cinched?

how is it that our dealing’s done,
when breath, replete, by warmest sun,
is ripped from lungs, left heaving, hung
on midnight’s misted airs, unsung?

where’s strength of  lithesome souls, so bold,
whose robbed remarks are left untold,
how weakness keeps its loathsome hold
on tall or small, on young and old?

how is it that this soul, untangled
from ruptured flesh, set to mewling, mangled,
feels so alive, without the sting
of  Death’s ungentle scything swing?

flesh, it screams, yet souls sing sweet
in golden notes, made more concrete,
whose meaning deepens, when separated
from bodies, buried, or burned, cremated.

thy sting not felt when string you sever.
oh Death, i sing gladly into Eternity, forever.

•
Admiration of  Ruins Anita Salazar ~ Photograph
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Abductor Pollicis Longus; with exit -wound lacerations to Pronator             
Teres; mid-Palmaris Longus.
•Shattered top Olecranon Process of  Ulna; compound fracture of      
mid-Ulnar Tuberosity
•Compound and simple fracture of  Radial Tuberosity
•Recommendation: Orthopedic Surgery; Implants to set and repair by use 
of  screws/pins
     “Twisted tongue.”
     “Digi-huh?”
     “English please?”
     “What in the heavens does all of  that mean?!  This feels like an 
anatomy nightmare!” exclaimed he.  The vet laid-up in the hospital bed.  
“Huh! ‘Bed’… if  you can call it that,” he thought.  He had managed to 
arrest his own medical chart at the foot of  the bed.  Felt like he needed to 
know what was going on with all of  this medical stuff.
     “Now now, why in the ‘heavens’ would you want to mess up your 
linen?  You are supposed to be resting,” a woman’s voice lectured.  
She was a volunteer nurse, making her way through college and ultimately 
pursuing a PhD in Neurology.  Not many attempts by those lady folks, 
but she was special.  She had to explain to the poor guy what all of  that 
medical jargon meant… made sense to her.  He tried flirting a little by 
explaining how he was great at math.  One of  the many things he liked 
was math.  His name is Hal, short for Harold.  Her name was Patty, short 
for Patricia.  
     All it took was a date proposal at the USO to go dancing.
     “So beautiful.”
     “Melts my heart when she looks at me like that.”
     “Such a lucky guy, I am.”

Houston, TX, 1970s
     The next decade blessed them with two wonderfully bright daughters.  
Sports and science seemed to run in the family, but it was music that Patty 
loved.  When she needed a break from life, she played in her spare time.  
Her minor was in music.  Diana wore glasses, nice and big.  She was the 
oldest daughter.  “Di”, as she liked being called, wanted to follow her 
mother and study the brain and mental health.  Patty and Di seemed to 
always be in their own world talking about that medical stuff.  Hal loved 
to bore himself  with the checkbook and simple carpentry projects for 
the backyard while they talked.  Don’t tell anyone, but his favorite was the 

The Street Pianist 
Alberto Mota 

A Walk in Jacksonville Square
     “Dingy.”
     “Worn out shoes.”
     “Smells of  beer and dog food.”
     “Matted beard.”
     “Hides his face with a hood.”
     “… but wow he can play.”

Hawaii, 1960s
     There once was a clever man from Florida.  He worked as a Postman.  
Over 30 years he spent with parcel, packages, and delivering mail on foot 
or via jeep.  In 1965, he met a woman when he was in the VA hospital, 
recovering from shrapnel wounds to his forearm.  I believe the chart read:
•Multiple lacerations to the mid-Flexor Carpi Ulnaris: mid-Extensor   
Carpi Ulnaris: Lwr Abductor Pollicis Longus
•Shrapnel shard puncture wound at mid-Extensor Digiti Minimi: mid-  

Sunset Reflections Sara Flores ~ Photograph
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youngest daughter, “Chili.”  Chili, of  course not her real name, loved to 
joke around with dad.  Being called Chili was his idea.  It just seemed so 
cute that she was always cold everywhere she went, including the summers. 
Besides, Charlene was not fun to say anyway.  How many Algebra-loving 
students will find a boyfriend with a name like Chili?  
      “Not one!  Because a name like Charlene won’t keep the boys away!” 
argued Hal.  

A Fine Family
     Harold and Patty did well providing for their two teenaged daughters.  
The house was big enough for the girls to be comfortable.  It was always 
makeup and clothes, makeup and clothes.  Together, they had a great time 
in the 80s with MTV, Comedy Central, and many Atari games.  Every 
summer was a trip to one of  California’s many fun parks.  Every winter 
was a trip to the same rented cabin in Steam Boat Springs, Colorado.  
There were lots of  attempts at skiing and snowboarding showed great 
pictures and times.  At home, regularly, they would all often sit together in 
the living room listening to mom play “Revolutionary Etude” by Chopin 
on her piano while dad showed picture slides.   As always, Hal told the 

story of  the street performer back home that played really cool.  The old 
street performer played similar songs to Patty, as Hal liked to mention 
and that someday, they would all vacation there to see if  he is still playing.  
Then, dad would show high school pics of  himself.
     “I wasn’t too sharp, but I at least always had an ‘A’ in my report card”, 
something he always mentioned.   Hal followed with the same old saying, 
“That math helped me in Nam working them mortars.  Funny how that 
also took me out of  the war,” remarked Hal as he finished up his Vietnam 
pictures.
      When the teenagers finally had a turn, it was pictures of  their births 
and stories of  their ornery antics.  Patty would play the ever-so fitting 
“Fugue” by Bach, as the girls set up their picture slides.  During the “really 
fun part” of  the night, mom played Stevie Wonder, Billy Joel, and some 
Elton John to set the mood.  80s rock piano really was all of  their favorites 
anyway.

No Kids, No Fun!
     The 90s looked pretty good, only a little sad that the girls were away 
from home in college.  “Well, it’s just you and me kid!” as Hal would giggle 
to make Patty feel a little better.  After all, she was a little depressed, not 
too much, but just enough to show her love for the kids.  Being a doctor 
of  neurology had its moments, but it never got busy enough to pacify 
her moods.  Both Hal and the piano seemed to help bunches.  There 
were plenty of  laughs when the 50yr olds kick-started their dating.  Patty 
seemed to get her second wind and was very lively for a bit.  
     “Why spare any expense?!  My wife deserves it!” often Hal had proudly 
spoken.
     The laughs were great, the work kept the mind at idle, and the piano 
provided therapy; however, it was not enough because Patty was starting 
to get tired.  Hal’s intuition had kicked in.  Knowing and understanding 
his lively and productive wife had changed in a polar opposite direction 
led him to sense that something was wrong.  He took her to the doctor 
to run some tests, although Patty declined to indulge in any self-diagnosis 
or render help about her own professionalism.  Why not get a second 
opinion anyway, right? 
     It was OK news.  She was diagnosed with a thyroid condition called 
hypothyroidism.  Of  course, Hal demanded a full-on explanation and 
lesson in this hypo-whats-it condition. He was like that, he needed to 
know. 

Silhouetted Sisters Sara Flores ~ Photograph
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     “No worries,” said the doc. “Nothing some simple hormone treatments 
can’t control. Your wife will be fine.”

Houston, TX, 1996
     “No worries.”
     “No worries.”
     “Not a thyroid problem.”
     “Cancer, you fool! It was cancer!!”
     How did the doctor miss that?  Was this not the 90s?  Diagnoses 
are usually spot-on, right?!  This is where friends and family say that 
everything will be all right.  Just trust in God.  Can we say that it was good 
fortune that Hal and Patty lived in Houston?  Houston has a great cancer 
treatment facility.  It is known to have the best treatments and the best 
doctors.  Hal was hopeful, once he found that the researchers were always 
working on answers.  It put him in a better mood than before.  Because 
before it was anger; before when the really bad news hit, it was questioning 
God.   The only convenience was living 30 minutes away.  A short drive 
meant no overnights.  Being home between visits and treatments is a big 
high on Patty’s list.  There she can spend a lot of  time with her husband.  
He even received a great retirement with great coverage.  Hal spent every 
moment with Patty. He guarded her.  He even got that soda way past 
midnight.
     “My darling.” 
     “My sweet darling husband.”  
     “How he cares for me so.”
     “I love that he wants to learn new things.  Even this… this wondrous 
world of  music, this piano he chose.  After all, he does well in math.  It’s a 
sure fit!” Patty had told everyone.
     To pacify her depression, Hal had a great idea and asked Patty to teach 
him piano.  He picked it up alright.  In fact, Patty would light up so much 
when Hal picked it up pretty fast.  She also lit-up when her girls would 
visit, more often than usual, of  course.  Di was so serious with mom while 
Chili cracked at dad’s piano play.  They would often stay up late around 
that piano, displaying their pictures and stories.  One guaranteed story was 
how dad always compared mom’s playing to the street bum in Jacksonville, 
Florida.  
     “The man was so dingy, but he could play some Mozart! Boy I tell 
you!”

Houston, TX, August 14, 1996
     It was aggressive.  Final stages as the doctors explained.  She went 
quickly.  Suffered a lot, but it did not last long.  The girls were grieving.  
Of  course they would but remained strong.  They had to be.  They had 
much to do.  They had to find a good dress for mom and to arrange the 
funeral and the insurances and the guests and the loose ends and… and…. 
And! 
     “AND!!!!”

     “And…. What about now?”

     “What do I do?”

     “Who am I without her?”

     “Who am I?”

     Hal was distraught.  Is that even good enough to describe it?  
“Distraught.” How can deep meaningful words help?  Can a profound 
term really take the place of  loss? Hal was not good at literature or writing, 
or even public speaking—just math.  It hurt him way too much. He could 
not stop missing her.  He could not stop thinking about that hospital 
chart… that silly picture of  the two of  them at the USO! He could not 
stop thinking about her Mozart, her Chopin, and her Billy Joel.  So… 
Hal could only honor his wife the best way he thought, through playing 
Chopin.  He could only finally smile when she realized he had a secret 
gift in playing this piano.  It just came so naturally to him.  He could see 
the keys in his head clearly.  He could understand notes, the Treble Clef, 
knowing what leaps were, key signatures, and circle of  fifths. Hal could 
play.  Hal could play really well.  Hal was a brilliant piano player.  Even 
now he can still hear her sweet supportive voice.
     “Hal, oh Hal!”
     “I think you are a genius with this thing.  How could you not have 
known that you are gifted? Babe, please, don’t ever stop.”

The Street
     After the funeral, after the loose ends, and after the girls left to their 
own lives, but for only a short while as they promised, and after a week, 
Hal left.  He flew to Jacksonville.  He wanted to find the Street Pianist.  
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Same place, not much has changed since he last was there.  He did find the 
piano.  The locals must have kept it clean and maintained for the old man.  
     No old man. Just a concrete and wood piano adorned with graffiti.

Jacksonville, FL, 2015
     “Dingy.”
     “Worn out shoes.”
     “Smells of  beer and dog food.”
     “Matted beard.”
     “Hides his face with a hood.”
     “… but wow he can play,” says the crowd as they listened to Hal play.

A Grand Masterpiece Gary Vaughn ~ Photograph

The Vanner Taryn Hackett ~ Ink Blueberries Jessica Stohlmann ~  Photograph
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Halcyon
Ryan Hernandez

Halcyon; nostalgic conventions descending to fatal reprise
Man and Woman—yea, all that can think and recall
Mercy submit to stabling hypnotize
And as look we into future’s fall
We feel and we flee
To revive, to relive, and become null

Greatness is a thing, belonging only in the past
Ever beyond our cast
Hope speaks to end tunnel’s light
Yet only ever comes perceived, manufactured night

Shall I trudge onward?
Shall I war the space and breed of  time
Who before never knew I but a word?
Shall I instead orbit reverse
And Time unwind
To tell those behind me:
“This is the wrong way!”
“We must turn back!”
“We must be great again!”
  

•

4 Hours and 15 Minutes Justus Brozek ~  Acrylic
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Minerva Aimee Brooks ~ Watercolor

Sunshine spilt across the grains
as clouded night wanes meekly.
Levered wash of  lightest pinks
to harvest in a new day’s joy.

Wisps of  cotton candy float.
Lit, ablaze with sacred promise.
Purpled bruises brushed aside.
Prance the pleated steps of  morning.

Musings of  the heavens, sundered.
Rifts of  fugues amidst the calm.
Linger, lesions of  light-stuff  matter,
buoyed across the far-flung horizon.

Painted streaks of  bloomed magenta;
Blossoming petals unfurled and set free.
Breath held tight against the dawning.
Rousing flecks of  scattered scarlet.

Paint me in my prisms.
Grey to peel back in remorse.
Sparkled dew under feet of  bare glee.
Time renewed with each dawn, rising.

•

Paint Me in My Prisms
Richard Clayton
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When Leaves Turn Brown
Sierra Carter

Tree Branch at Sunset Jessica Stohlmann ~ Photograph

When leaves turn brown
I’ll fall—
Tumble from my woven nest of  
Enchanted faerie branches. 
It is inevitable, this fall from grace
As they too bore the weight of  sin.
Humanity, marked a flawed creation. 

A creation birthed from abstract presence, 
The world spins—
Like a child’s toy, absentmindedly
Hurtling through a cosmos of  
Insolent chaos. 
It is inevitable, this joy-sorrow existence 
Where tender life grows brittle. 

Brown and brittle these leaves become. 
Twisting though the air—
A magnificent dance, this life. 
Birth and death
Played upon a painted stage, 
The shadow found between 
Hell’s heaven and heaven’s earth. 

When leaves turn brown, 
I’ll laugh—
A musical trill touched 
By ancient bards. 
This too is tainted, I am aware. 
Beneath my feet twigs break,
Remind me of  my own mortality. 

•
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When We Fall Taryn Hackett ~ Acrylic

streetlight ghost
Sage Gregory

dim lights turn air thick with 
a darkness so tangible it tastes of  rust upon 
the leaden tongue of  immobile dreamers,
eyelids fastened upon a lingering 
shadow no longer present. 

ghosts of  those long dead haunt the spaces 
light has forgotten to illuminate.
dust accumulates on the smudged fingerprints
of  unwashed window panes,
prints etched too deep for even time to touch.

this streetlight has seen worlds collide with 
nothing more than the trembling kiss of  two cowards.
it has seen the shards of  shrapnel in 
downturned eyes cast in sleepless shade. 

this streetlight has gone dark tonight. 

•
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 All hospitals, as far as I can tell, are more or less alike. Mostly 
hallways guarded by waiting rooms, with screaming children and blood-
spattered chairs of  thirty-year vintage in warning to the brazen. Yet if  
you can penetrate deep enough, the scenery takes a different turn.
Amid siblings’ births and early childhoods, I’ve spent hours in hospital 
waiting rooms: torture when you’re seven. Dad must have sensed this—
or else was bored too—for he’d often shepherd us toward quieter parts. 
Though seldom more than hallways, they afforded not only peace but 
the sole vestige of  beauty in that wasteland.
 As I trailed behind Dad, I could peer down through the windowed 
walls to my right into the courtyard. Its trees, shrouded in greenest leaves, 
didn’t plunge toward the sky like those near our house. They hovered in 
concern over the paving stones, branch-shielding this Paradise from the 
elements. Amid a coat of  trailing bushes cowered marble benches beside 
daring fountains that roared their watery tales without reserve.
 After the morning’s neutral carpet and mushroom lamps bolted 
to metal tables, I wanted nothing more than to fling myself  into this 
heaven and remain there indefinitely, dangling a hand in each fountain. 
But we had to stay where Mom could find us, and besides, how on earth 
did anyone reach that garden? The thick leaves always concealed any 
possible ground-floor door. I never saw anyone there, though someone 
in a room opposite the courtyard invariably waved—at me, I hoped. I 
invariably responded with no more than the feeble hand-wobble of  a 
child unsure whether waving at strangers is as forbidden as speaking to 
them.
 Every long hospital wait we’d walk past those windows, and 
every time we’d never make it into the courtyard.
 We visited hospitals less as my siblings aged. The next tedious 
wait, many years later, was for not one of  us children, but Dad, who had 
developed mysterious pains and had to be rushed in for investigation.  The 
waiting room had lost some of  the dullness I remembered—over time I’d 
learned to amuse myself  with thoughts rather than environment—but 
that failed to bring any comfort. Now we jumped whenever someone in 
scrubs entered, and sat in silence, hands and jaws shaking, as once again 

there was no word. 
 At last we were informed that nothing was definite, and Mom 
would eventually return to provide further instructions. Translating 
eventually as at least half  an hour, I seized an opportunity to excuse 
myself, glad none of  my siblings insisted on following me. I’d barely 
spoken to anyone in hours, but any drop of  sociability I might have had 
long since drained.
 Perhaps I had lingered longer than necessary on my errand. But 
I swear I wasn’t trying to wander off  on my return journey. A sensible 
person would have paid better attention to the doors and corners taken 
and read all the signs. I hadn’t even a good excuse not to. My mind tends 
to wander off  most often when the rest of  me shouldn’t, and it had had 
so much to occupy it that the path back, if  it had ever been in my head, 
had gone skipping blithely out. 
 The first familiar-looking door was worth a try. I turned the 
handle. It stuck. I tried again, pulling a shade harder, and at last it cracked 
open, too heavy to swing wide without help. 
 It was, of  course, the wrong door. The breeze seeped through 
before I poked my head out, and the promise of  no tattered magazines or 
beige walls in this outdoors was too much to resist. I forgot the waiting 
room. I confess I even forgot Dad. Just one hand dip in a fountain. What 
could be wrong with that? After all I’d been through today, I deserved to 
have a childhood wish granted.
 I plunged forward, letting the door slam behind me. At long last, 
I was in the hospital courtyard.
 The breeze was no more than a soup-cooling blow, but the cold 
speared through me. I shivered, exposed, for the pavilion of  trees had 
gone. If  they had ever been there. Not even a stump remained as proof. 
I stood alone in a sea of  paving stones set in dirt. Not a bush, bench, or 
fountain broke the flatness.
 Just my luck, finally breaking through in the midst of  apparent 
landscaping changes, probably paid for the donors whose names were 
graven into the stones. Idly I knelt to read the inscription at my feet.
 Here lies a woman known only to God. 
 Chilled lightening darted down my spine. Had I misread that? 
But surely the next stone would be in honor of  the generous Mr. and 
Mrs. Somebody. 
 To the memory of  John Doe, it said.
In breathless succession I absorbed them all.

Hospital Courtyard
Rebekah Brown
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Vishudda Taryn Hackett ~ Acrylic

 A child aged six.
 Somebody’s uncle.
 Infant, female.
 And so on. This was all that remained of  the unattainable garden 
I’d longed for. There’d never been a garden. Only the home of  the 
forgotten, where not even a blade of  grass dwelt.
 All hospitals, as far as I can tell, are more or less alike. But try as 
they might, they can’t produce such beauty from nothing. Image though 
the view from the window had to be, the original must exist somewhere. 
And someday I’d find it.
 Never within these four walls, however. Fighting my bleared eyes 
for sight of  the door, I ran. But that hole was waiting for me. It was even 
just the right size. It knew I couldn’t see.
 A dreamy ache smeared my forehead. My dad hadn’t kept 
tomatoes in years—somehow I could smell him watering them. It never 
occurred to me to sit up and offer help. 
 Thirsty. So thirsty…

•

 My mom says she found me during a frantic search through 
the hallways, when, her eye caught by someone waving from a window 
opposite, she glanced outside and spotted me, beneath the trees, face 
down in a fountain.

•
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 Eyes worn down to a milky glass sheen from years of  intense use, 
flickering back and forth from faded ink lines to mountains, incomparable 
in girth. Eyes glinting with a life that is more easily recalled as a myth than 
a memory. Eyes obscured behind brows that seemingly became petri-
fied while furrowed in concentration eons ago. Eyes gleaming through 
thick foamy ways of  cascading grey hair covered in an age worth of  dust 
and spindly strands of  spider’s silk. Eyes framed in cavernous, unknow-
ably dark sockets, surrounded on all sides by wrinkles so inescapably deep 
they may well recess into the marrow of  a brittle skull. Wrinkled skin that 
ill-suits its master, stretched far too thin in some areas, while thin and 
calloused over the fingertips and joint, to the point of  making movement 
appear arduous and painful.
 This wretchedly beautiful flesh decorated with blotches of  where 
the cruel sun burrowed in, leaving cancerous brown tracts to stand in 
contrast with the translucent tissue shielding the blue webbing underneath. 
His thin yet intimidatingly massive figure succumbed to some violent 
shudder centuries in the making.
 An arm so viciously dislocated that little more than splinters of  a 
cured meat held it suddenly cracked back into place. A cacophony of  dusts 
enveloped the senses. Rivers of  time bridge the first creaks of  his vocal 
cords. Lips long divorced from color or moisture rip and split from each 
other, calling on muscles that disintegrated into cobwebs millennia ago.
 “What brings you here?” A soul rending utterance, less spoken and 
more impressed into the soft tissues forcefully. His eyes, although taking 
the appearance of  hard marble, cast a focus, direct and unnerving. 
 “I was there. When the hands came down and wrought mountains 
from the ash. When water vast was scooped and gathered into oceans. At 
the time the winds first gave infant cries, I listened and cooed comforting 
words. While the first of  your kind was jumping about in primordial muck 
strangling fish, I was recording the weight of  tectonic plates and mapping 
the curvature of  the horizon. I held creation in my mind and listened as it 
was torn from its father. Now I ask again, what brings you here?”

Cartographer 
Tristen Carter 

Deep in the Heart of  Texas Stephen Stookey ~ Photograph
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Who Am I
Who am I? Only but one of  many numbers, 
a speck among dirt.
 Who am I, but a lost kid searching for the answers,
and trying to find his place in this world
 Who am I, to strive for perfection to fit in with the "crowd,” 
just to be mocked and shamed
 Who am I, to stress equality,
but stand behind the bruised, striped backs of  my people?
 Who am I, to chant "Stand for something or fall for anything,”
but shy away when the time comes
 Who am I, to complain about the destruction of  this world,
but condone chaos when it looks me in the eye
 Who am I, to judge your garden,
without tending to mine first 
 Who am I, to believe in whom I have not seen,
but have faith that he's there
 Who am I, to pray to a God,
but live life unworthy of  his blessings 
 Who am I, to pity the desolate man,
but pass by without a second glance
 Who am I, to give a brother advice on what the heart needs,
but lose love every time my heart feels
 Who am I, to love,
without knowing the feeling of  being loved
 Who am I, to be an advocate but not put it to use 
  I'll ask who am I to you, but the question is who am I to me

•

Kershawn Whitaker

Reflections Gregory Adrien ~ Photograph

Frozen in time Gregory Adrien ~ Photograph
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The Angel 
Daniel Paterson

Sitting in a powder blue room
Sitting together just you and me
Gently brush a hair out of  your face
Make sure everything is in perfect place
Slowly you open one eye
Do not worry angel, do not cry
Softly you squeeze my hand
Don’t go as I start to stand
Caressing your arms as I take my seat
I can feel your faint heartbeat
Suddenly chaos all around
Everything crashing to the ground
People rushing to your side
Waiting for time to abide
Slowly I back away
Don’t go, please stay
Please stay, do not go
Too many emotions left to show
She is gone I hear to a better place
Push the hair out of  your face
The tears flow from my eyes
Softly I hear please angel don’t cry
It lights my world
The same way you do
You are my shining light through and through

•
Butterfly Gary Vaughn ~ Photograph
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War Lord
David Baca 

I live my life like a War Lord
Protecting the way for you
Never give in and never give up
Reach up to the relativity of  the day
I will show you the way
I live my life like a Aztec King
Giving the desert rose to you
Never give in and never give up
Reach up to the relativity of  the day
I will show you the way
I live my life like a Gypsy Prince
Painting the sky blue for you
Never give in and never give up
Reach up to the relativity of  the day
I will show you the way
Reach up

Shujaa Aimee Brooks ~ Print

Alfonso Justus Brozek ~ Print
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Deborah Kuhlmann
Communion
In the silence
Can we just be? 
With ourselves?
If  we were all okay 
With ourselves
In that quiet soul space
Where the Peace that passes 
Understanding abides,
What would our world be like?
Imagine.

Is that what is out of  kilter?
Can we not just be?
Or is it that we all want to be
Other than who we are,
And so miss the exquisite wonder 
Of  just being alive?
Have we gotten so caught up
In the wheel of  doing
That we forfeit the gift
Of  Being?
And now we are lost 
In some profound shuffle?

Yet,
Isn’t there always still time
To be still and know
That wherever we go

Home is forever with us and in us?
Always and in all ways
Being
Beside us and behind us,
Before us, and all around us,
To comfort and restore us
Christ is.

•

Church of  the Holy Sepulchre Catholicon Stephen Stookey ~ Photograph
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No Fear
Diane Cisneros

No expectations or 
Fear of  what's hidden  
A journey to find what 
Has been forbidden 

A gift of  the wisdom 
Needed to see
The truths that are here, 
There, all within me

There’s no glory
In running to hide
No healing in keeping
All pain inside

But rather there’s courage
In seeking to grow
And allowing 
An authenticity to show

Letting gifts abound
And love radiate
Being free to heal
And let go of  hate

Let go of  fear
Embrace what’s true
Pursue your passion
Choose to be you

•
Love Manifested Saphyr Garcia-Pacudan ~ Photograph
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Closure is a 4 letter word
Sage Gregory

white moon washed walls 
cast shades where
once there 
was nothing.
the half  truths
discovered there 
leave only murky 
clouds that catch in 
overworked lungs.
there are no answers 
when there are no questions. 

•

Simplicity Beth Hall ~ Photograph
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